
PR PLACEMENTS



ABOUT LEYES 
MEDIA

With over 4 years in the industry, our agency 
Leyes Media has generated +$3M in sales, 

helped over 5,000 clients and worked with 
dozens of agencies as providers.

 



We are dedicated to making life
easier for our clients. We provide the
best prices in the market while
maintaining the quality of our
services, always operating with
transparency and communication.

WHAT SETS
US APART



AUTHORS

FORBES
STAFF

Forbes employees and 
writers. Increased exposure 
for articles. Possibility of new 
and different formats.

SENIOR
CONTRIBUTOR

People not employed by 
Forbes but who do contribute 
to their site, generally with 
solid experience in their 
industry.

CONTRIBUTOR

People not employed by 
Forbes but who do contribute 
to their site.



Ideal for: Singers, Songwriters,
Producers, DJs, Record Labels

HOLLYWOOD & 
ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS

Ideal for: Entrepreneurs, Brands
and Companies

ENTREPRENEURS
SMALL BUSINESS

Ideal for: Influencers, Models,
Travelers, Doctors, Fitness,
Fashion Brands

STYLE & BEAUTY,
TRAVEL
LIFESTYLE

CATEGORIES



TIMELINE

QUESTIONNAIRE

A questionnaire with 
questions is sent and 
filled in by the client to 
collect more information 
about his/her 
background and career.

INITIAL DRAFT 
AND PICTURES

Our writing team will 
generate a draft article 
with the angle that the 
client wants to target or 
promote.

REVIEW BY 
EDITORS

Our contributors at 
Forbes along with their 
editors will review the 
base article and either 
make some minor 
changes or approve it 
directly.

PUBLISHED ON 
FORBES

Once approved by the 
client, the article will be 
published on Forbes.

TURNAROUND TIME: 7 DAYS



OPTIONS



Only option available for Contributors and 
Senior Contributors

TRADITIONAL 
VIEW

SEE SAMPLE

https://www.forbes.com/sites/hughmcintyre/2022/06/19/bts-chart-a-sixth-no-1-album-with-anthology-collection-proof/?sh=5eef7c721720


White or black banner above 
the beginning of the article, 
with the title in a new, fresh 
and modern font.

BANNER 
TITLE

FORBES STAFF ONLY

SEE SAMPLE

https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexkonrad/2022/01/11/tmv-raises-64-million-to-back-triple-bottom-line-startups/?sh=69cf7e744780


FULL- 
SCREEN 
TITLE
Presentation of the article in full 
screen, including the photo in large 
size as well. On desktop, the 
image can go to the right or left, 
covering half of the screen (see 
sample).

FORBES STAFF ONLY

SEE SAMPLE

https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexkonrad/2022/01/11/tmv-raises-64-million-to-back-triple-bottom-line-startups/?sh=69cf7e744780
https://www.forbes.com/sites/emmawhitford/2022/06/09/how-a-little-known-california-school-earned-top-marks-on-forbes-2022-college-financial-grades/?sh=14f195071c97


FULL- 
SCREEN 
TITLE

FORBES STAFF ONLY

SEE SAMPLE

Presentation of the article in full 
screen, including the photo in large 
size as well. On desktop, the 
image can go to the right or left, 
covering half of the screen (see 
sample).

https://www.forbes.com/sites/mattcraig/2022/06/10/tiger-woods-officially-a-billionaire-no-thanks-to-the-saudis/?sh=3c8115d01260
https://www.forbes.com/sites/emmawhitford/2022/06/09/how-a-little-known-california-school-earned-top-marks-on-forbes-2022-college-financial-grades/?sh=14f195071c97


FULL- 
SCREEN 
TITLE 
AND 
PICTURE

FORBES STAFF ONLY

SEE SAMPLE

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jemimamcevoy/2022/06/13/how-selling-160-sweatpants-turned-a-socal-surfer-into-one-of-americas-richest-women/?sh=48225b06dbeb
https://www.forbes.com/sites/emmawhitford/2022/06/09/how-a-little-known-california-school-earned-top-marks-on-forbes-2022-college-financial-grades/?sh=14f195071c97


THANK YOU!
- Kevin Leyes


